Development of self-immolative dendrimers for drug delivery and sensing.
Traditional dendrimers possess unique cascade-branched structural properties that allow for multivalent modifications with drug cargos, targeting/delivery agents and imaging tools. In addition to multivalency, the dendrimer's macromolecular size also brings about the enhanced permeability and retention (EPR) effect, which makes it an attracting agent for drug delivery and biosensing. Similar to other macromolecules, therapeutic application of dendrimers in the human body faces practical challenges such as target specificity and toxicity. The latter represents a substantial issue due to the dendrimer's unnatural chemical structure and relatively large size, which prohibit its in vivo degradation and excretion from the body. To date, a class of self-immolative dendrimers has been developed to overcome these obstacles, which takes advantage of its unique structural backbone to allow for cascade decompositions upon a simple triggering event. The specific drug release can be achieved through a careful design of the trigger, and as a result of the fragmentation, the generated small molecules are either biodegradable or easily excreted from the body. Though still at a preliminary stage, the development of this novel approach represents an important direction in nanoparticle-mediated drug delivery and sensor design, thereby opening up an insightful frontier of dendrimer based applications.